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Culture Contact in the Pacific
1993-03-22

the authors have brought together a collection of works from specialists in pacific history from across australia
and throughout the pacific the individual contributions were specifically written to meet the needs of senior
history courses in australia max quanchi and ron adams are well known educationists who have specialised in the
pacific they have extensively travelled and studied in the pacific and have spent many years teaching history to
secondary and fertiary students the result is an authoritative text for all senior history and australian studies
students who need to understand the pacific region

Man in the Pacific Islands
1972

compilation of essays on the effect of technological change and social change on the human geography and physical
geography of pacific includes papers on the human settlement of the islands trade development labour force
recruitment the impact of mining and commercial agriculture land tenure the indigenous peoples trade and
plantations urbanization etc bibliographys at the end of each essay maps references and statistical tables

The Feel of Truth
1969

the pacific s indigenous times are not just smaller sections of larger histories but dimensions of their own
histories of our pacific world are richly rendered in these essays by damon salesa from the first indigenous
civilisations that flourished in oceania to the colonial encounters of the nineteenth century and on to the
complex contemporary relationships between new zealand and the pacific salesa offers new perspectives on this vast
ocean its people its cultures its pasts and its future spanning a wide range of topics from race and migration to
pacific studies and empire these essays demonstrate salesa s remarkable scholarship bridging the gap between
academic disciplines and cultural traditions salesa locates pacific peoples always at the centre of their stories
an indigenous ocean is a pivotal contribution to understanding the history and culture of oceania
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Oceania and Beyond
1976-11-09

this volume of studies on the pacific most of which relate to the french presence and influence in the region has
been planned as a tribute to the invaluable role john dunmore has had in advancing historical knowledge of the
pacific and encouraging scholarly interest in this field

An Indigenous Ocean
2023-11-01

assembling more than thirty primary documents including proposals memoranda decrypted messages and imperial
conference reports iriye presents diplomatic exchanges from both american and japanese perspectives to determine
how and why the united states and japan went to war in 1941 a detailed introduction provides background on
japanese aggression in china and southeast asia during the 1930s and economic unrest and isolationism in the
united states readings add an interpretive dimension placing pearl harbor in global context with essays from
american japanese chinese soviet german british and indonesian perspectives that explain how various countries
applied pressure offered assistance exacerbated rifts and significantly affected negotiations and japan s ultimate
decision for war

Pacific Journeys
2005

a collection of essays in honor of a scholar who has played a leading role in investigating the impact of
scientific endeavors of the enlightenment specifically european maritime exploration in addition to williams
overview of british maritime exploration contributors cover such themes as science and exploration advances in
navigational knowledge schemes for imperial expansion and culture contact in north america and the pacific and
reflect on the nature of history and historiography annotation copyrighted by book news inc portland or
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Pearl Harbor and the Coming of the Pacific War
1999

cook led a scientific expedition to observe the transit of venus in tahiti circumnavigated new zealand and
established that it was two separate islands and nearly perished when the endeavour ran aground on the worlds
largest coral reef in 1779 on his third pacific voyage he was killed in hawaii cooks three pacific voyages changed
contemporary understanding of the world but they also had a dramatic impact on the lives of those who inhabited
the vast regions cook explored for many first nations peoples this was merely part of a long saga of dispossession
and struggle for survival while pacific stories tells the story of cooperation and cultural exchange it also
details confrontation and conflict the book has a strong first nations voice reflected in the essay by john
maynard the librarys collections provide a window into cook and his complex legacy pacific stories allows
audiences to celebrate debate question and understand the voyage of the endeavourshedding new light on cook the
man and the myth it explores cooks contribution to science and navigation as well as his contribution to knowledge
of the pacific

Pacific Empires
1999

i never encounter the writings of dr johan galtung without recalling what the philosopher ralph waldo emerson said
of the true scholar namely that he is the world s eye he is the world s heart daisaku ikeda president soka gakkai
internationaljohan galtung is the world s foremost thinker in peace studies this remarkable collection of essays
represents his response to the events of september 11 2001 it is a philosophical collection on terror war and
peace which engages with the key issues and obstacles we face in attempting to create peace around the world
focusing in particular on the pacific region he presents a grounded assessment of the history of the regional
power dynamics and present prospects for peace topics covered include the hegemony of the usa the european
perspective the us relationship with japan and asia decolonization and peace movements in the age of globalization

Towards the Pacific Century
1991

this book is a series of vignettes of daily seabee life during and after the battle of iwo jima describing the
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author s harrowing bloody experience landing on the island under enemy fire and after the island is secure
describes the sneak japanese attack where even the army cooks fought them with knives the author offers the
lighter side of foxhole living as well as a seaman s pow experience

Pacific Stories
2018-10

this is a collection of essays poems and interviews that explores the interrelations among pacific asian and
continental u s identities and literatures

1945 War and Peace in the Pacific
1999

practically since the turn of the century the northwest has been a region of paradoxes women who in washington had
acquired suffrage and lost it in the 1880s regained it and later elected a woman mayor of seattle exploitation of
workers despite or perhaps because of abundance has been extreme and has engendered some of america s most radical
labor movements both racial backlash and enlightened reforms characterize the region

Pacific Essays
2014-05-14

essay investigates some of the causes and consequences of the pacific war during world war ii

The Pacific War and Battle of Iwo Jima: Recollections and Essays
2012-12-13

this book uncovers the basic contradictions between contemporary china s complex ideological marketplace and
western liberalism it describes and puts into critical context three versions of western liberalism those of f a
hayek john rawls and john dunn three versions of chinese liberalism those of yang kuo shu li qiang and ambrose y c
king two versions of modern confucian humanism those of t ang ch n i and henry k h woo and various versions of
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chinese marxism including kao li k o s in the early 1990s and some of the recent new left writings it shows that
all these chinese political theories not only chinese marxism depend on a number of premises at odds with western
liberalism especially epistemological optimism and an extravagantly optimistic concept of political practicability
it also argues that not only these chinese theories but also western liberalism have failed to offer adequate
normative guidelines for the improvement of political life this study combines a deep understanding of the history
of chinese thought with a strong grasp of modern philosophical trends and an innovative methodology for the
description and criticism of political theories it will be useful to students of modern chinese intellectual
history of political philosophy of political culture of the comparative study of cultures and of u s chinese
relations

Navigating Islands and Continents
2000-01-01

places matter we are shaped by them and in turn we shape them physically and imaginatively they connect us to time
and locality perhaps even to life and death itself this is a book about places and how our engagement with them
complex changing and varied forms and transforms our understanding of them of ourselves of the human condition
itself pacific places pacific histories brings together leading pacific islands studies scholars and invites them
to talk about the places they have inhabited and to contemplate the meaning of that experience the result is a
veritable collage of reflections distinct and different from each other but moving in their collective impact our
engagement with places becomes daily more complicated with the transnational movement of peoples ideas
technologies and cultures global capitalism relentlessly alters established ethnographic assumptions about the
meaning and importance of where we are and have been the essays presented here are about letting go learning and
un learning transgressing physical emotional and intellectual boundaries they are about personal quests narrated
in distinctive voices raising particular concerns together they contribute significantly to our understanding of
how small islands in a vast ocean enable us to see ourselves and the world around us

The American Indian /edited by Norris Hundley,jr., Foreword by Vine
Deloria,jr
1974

watriama and co the title echoes kipling s stalky and co is a collection of biographical essays about people
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associated with the pacific islands it covers a period of almost a century and a half however the individual
stories of first hand experience converge to some extent in various ways so as to present a broadly coherent
picture of pacific history in this politics economics and religion overlap so too do indigenous cultures and
concerns together with the activities and interests of the europeans who ventured into the pacific and who had a
profound widespread and enduring impact there from the nineteenth century and who also prompted reactions from the
island peoples not least significant in this process is the fact that the europeans generated a paper trail
through which their stories and those of the islanders who also contributed to their written record can be known
thus not only are the subjects of the essays to be encountered personally and within a contextual kinship but the
way in which the past has shaped the future is clearly discernible watriama himself features in various historical
narratives so too certain of his confreres in this collection which is the product of several decades of exploring
the pacific past in archives by sea and on foot through most of oceania

Experiences in a Promised Land
1986

本书收录了 some linguistic differences in the written english of chinese and australian students aspects of present day
australian english east asia crisis and australia crimes in australia and china 等文章

History of the Pacific States of North America: Essays and miscellany. 1890
1890

this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of
civilization as we know it this work is in the public domain in the united states of america and possibly other
nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate
has a copyright on the body of the work scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be
preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public to ensure a quality reading experience this work
has been proofread and republished using a format that seamlessly blends the original graphical elements with text
in an easy to read typeface we appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for being an
important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant
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A Historian Looks at the Pacific War
1995-01-01

this is a selection of essays by a distinguished collection of scholars who have been associated with professor
helu this is a tribute to his life and his influence on his society he was a radical educationalist founder of a
school and university that pioneered new methods new curricula and new values for tonga the paradox being that he
is not only a deeply traditional man but also a thoughtful critic of tongan values and society

An Indigenous Ocean : Pacific Essays
2013

this wide ranging collection of essays focuses on the geography of british columbia an overview of the province s
geographical regions demographic characteristics and cultural variety is followed by a discussion of the physical
environment including natural hazards climate vegetation and water resources the central portion addresses the
geopolitical history of the pacific northwest and covers the geopolitics of hydroelectric power development first
nation s land claims and associated treaty negotiations attention then shifts to chinese immigration which has
been responsible for creating the province s largest visible minority the final section reviews british columbia s
spatial economy and includes chapters on recreation and tourism land use planning mineral development energy
forestry agriculture fisheries and marine conservation

Essays and Documents on Human Rights in the Pacific
1992

contains 25 essays written primarily by australian and new zealand historians organized into three sections the
perceptions and policies of the great powers during the period from 1870 to 1919 the view of the world as
perceived both by the pacific dominions and by the rising imperial power of japan and the complex character of the
political culture of imperial germany and australia s historiography on dominion participation in wwi annotation
copyrighted by book news inc portland or
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The American Indian
1975

twenty five essays which show ways in which interactions between individuals and societies in the asia pacific
have contributed to literary and cultural creativity introd

The American Indian
1976

the essays in this book explore the vital role translation has played in defining changing and redefining
linguistic cultural ethnic and political identities in several nations of the south pacific while in other parts
of the world postcolonial scholars have scrutinized the role and history of translation and exposed its close
relationship with the colonizers this has not yet happened in the specific region covered in this collection in
translation studies the pacific region is terra incognita the writers of this volume of essays reveal that in the
pacific as in all other once colonized parts of the world colonialism and translation went hand in hand the
unsettling power of translation is described as it effected change for better or for worse while the pacific
islanders encounter with the europeans has previously been described as having a fatal impact the authors of these
essays are further able to demonstrate that the pacific islanders were not only victims but also played an active
role in the cross cultural events they were party to and in shaping their own destinies examples of the role of
translation in effecting change for better or for worse abound in the history of the nations of the pacific these
stories are told here in order to bring this region into the mainstream scholarly attention of postcolonial and
translation studies

World War II in the Pacific: Causes and Consequences an Essay
2013-01-24

first published in 1990 routledge is an imprint of taylor francis an informa company
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Life Writing from the Pacific Rim
1997-01-01

presenting the history of the inhabitants of the pacific islands from first colonization until the spread of
european colonial rule in the later 19th century this volume focuses specifically on pacific islander european
interactions from the perspective of pacific islanders themselves a number of recorded traditions are reproduced
as well as articles by pacific island scholars working within the academy the nature of pacific history as a sub
discipline is presented through a sample of key articles from the 1890s until the present that represent the
historical evolution of the field and its multidisciplinary nature the volume reflects on how the indigenous
inhabitants of the pacific islands have a history as dynamic and complex as that of literate societies and one
that is more retrievable through multidisciplinary approaches than often realized

A Cloud Across the Pacific
2005

Pacific Places, Pacific Histories
2004-04-30

Essay on a Congress of Nations, for the pacific adjustment of international
disputes. By John A. Bolles
1839

Bird Notes Afield
1907
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Watriama and Co
2013-10-01

跨越太平洋——胡壮麟澳大利亚研究论文集
2016-03-01

Bird Notes Afield; Essays on the Birds of the Pacific Coast With a Field
Check List
2021-09-09

From the Mississippi to the Pacific
1982

Polynesian Paradox
2005

British Columbia, the Pacific Province
2001
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The German Empire and Britain's Pacific Dominions, 1871-1919
2000

Crossing Cultures
1996

For Better or for Worse
2014-07-16

Pacific Island Languages
1990

Pacific Island Languages
2021

Peoples of the Pacific
2017-05-15
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